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SUM:MARY. In the paper [lJ the general continuum theory has been developed for two
phase of fluid with deformable particles of arbitrary form, where the microdeformation of 
the particles and the relative motion between phases are taken into account. The extended 
theory of irrotational flow of fluid caused by a moving deformable body ha.s been used to 
obtain the general expressions for the generalized induced mass tensors. 

The simplest case, when the particles have a spherical form during the micro-deforma
tion, ~as been considered in the paper [2]. 

This paper is devoted to the theory of two-pha.se flow of fluid with rigid ellipsoidal 
particles. The obtained equation system- can be used to determine the characteristic mean 
velocity, -the particle rotation, the generalized diffusion fl.ux of particles, the mass densities, 
the volume concentration of particles, the inertia tensor and generalized induced mass tensors 
of particle. 

1. DETERMINATION OF THE GENERALIZED INDUCED MASS TENSORS 
AND INERTIA TENSOR OF RIGID ELLIPSOIDAL PARTICLES 

We consider the motion of incompressible fluid with rigid ellipsoidal particles. In this case 
there is no particle micro~deformation and the particles can only rotate with relation velocity W 
and translate. 

Then it can be shown [1] that the generalized induced mass tensors can ·be determined by 
following expressions. 

(1.1) 

N=p2 J ~w(nx()+(nx()~w]ds~ 
d., 

The inertia tensor of particles has a form 

I= P1 J (1 (1 dv~ (1.2) 
d,, 
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It is easy to show that M, N,] <ire polar tensors of 2nd order, L ~ axial tensor of 2nd order. 
In the expressions (1.1) and (1.2) dsi and dvi are the surface and volume elements of particle, 

ds 1 and dv1 ~ surface and volume of particle !1}, n ·a unit vector normal to a paticle surface, PI 
and p2 ~ mass densities of particles and fluid, 'the operator (X) ~ vector product. The potential 
vectors ¥u and ~w satisfy the Laplace equations inside the fluid micro·volume element and the 
following' conditions on the particle surface 

(n·Y')~"=n 

(nY')~w=-nx€ 
(1.3) 

In other wordS, the potential of fluid motion caused by transtating and rotating motion of 
particle has a form 

(1.4) 

where ih and ti2 are translating velocity of particles and fluid. 
In the coordinate system connected with the principal axes of ellipsoidal partide the particle 

surlace is determined by an equation 

(1.5) 

where a, b and c are principal radii of ellipsoid. 
It can be shown that in this coordinate system vectors ~u and ~w can be determined !3] and 

they have following components 

1>"--~. 
x- 2-Ao' 

w (b"- c2 )YZ(B- C) 
il', = 2(b2 ~ c2) + (Bo- Co)(b2 + c2 ) 

!f!"=-~. 
Y 2 -Bo ' 

q.w = ~~(~c2-:c-c-a2+):::-Z_X_,_(--,C_-ccA-f-) ---ccc 

" 2(c2 - a2 ) +(Co- Ao)(c2 + a2 ) 
(1.6) 

q.u- _ _E}_. 
z- 2- Co ' 

1>':: = ~~(a::.,2~--'b~2 )cX:..:Yc..:(c::A:._-~B!_J ~~ 
" 2(a2 - b2 ) + (Ao- Bo)(a2 + b2) 

In (1.6) A, B and C have the form 

= 

J da 
A= abc 

(a2 + <>)y'(a2 + a)(b2 + a)(c2 +a) 

" = 

J da 

B =abc" (b 2 + a)y'(a2 + a)(b2 + a)(c2 +a) 
(1. 7) 

= 
C =abel da 

(c2 + a)y'(a2 + a)(b2 + a)(c2 +a) 

" 
In the integrals (1.7) value A is positive solutions of the equation 

(1.8) 

with values X, Y, Z satified equation (1.5) 
The value's Ao, B0 , C0 are values of A, B, Cat>.= 0. 
Taking into account (1.6) - (1.8), from (1.1) it can be proved that in the coordinate system 

X, Y, Z the generalized induced mass tensors have following components 
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4 Ao 
Mx.x = 31tabcpz 

2 
_ Ao j M:r.y = Myx. = 0; 

4 Bo 
Myy = -trabcpz -B ; My:s = Mzy = 0; 
• 3 2- 0 

4 Co 
Mu = -1rabcpz --- j Mx.z = Mzx = 0; 

3 2 -Co 

Lx:r. = Lyy = L:u = Lxv = Ly'J:, = L:u = Lzx. = Lvz = Lzv = 0; (1.9) 

N - ___ 4 -abcp2 (b2- c2J2(Bo- Co) . 
" Nxy = Nyx = 0; xx- 15 2(b2- c2) + (Bo- C0 )(b2 + c2) ' 

. N =. _.±__abcp2 (a2- b2)2(Co- Ao) 
YY " ( 2 ) ( ) ( 2 ) Nyz = Nzy = 0; 15 2 c - a2 + Co - Ao c + a 2 

N _ 4 b (a2
- b2

)
2(Ao- Bo) 

zz- -15 7ra cpz 2(a2- b2) + (Ao- Bo)(a2 + b2) Nzx = Nxz = 0; 

It is obvi9us that the values -Mx.x, ... , Nzz in -(1.9) will be determined only When the integrals 
(1.7) can be calculated. In the paper the explicit expressions of the integrals (1.7) are obtained in 
following cases 

a. Case a = b > c 

Where we used the symbols 

e3 
A- . 
3- v'1=7'' 

o. Case a= b < c 

B, 
Mzz = -p2Vo B 

B, + 3 

1 
1 B, + -B2 

Nxx =Nyy = --
5

p2Vo(c2 - a2
) 2 2 

2 
a + c ( 1 -- B 1 + -B2) - Bs 
c2 - a2 2 

In (1.11) the symbols B1 , B2, B3 are 

1

1- ., 
B, = In -- + 2e; 

1+e 1
1- e I 2e B2=ln-- +--; 
1+e 1-e2 

2e3 

B3 = -
1
.--2 ; 

- e ' 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

It is easy to determine the inertia tensor of rigid ellipsoidal particle in the coordinate system 
XY Z. Its components have following forms 

(1.12) 
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In conclusions it has to emphasize that the expressions (1.10)- (1.12) determine explicitly the 
components of generalized induced mass tensors and inertia moment tensor of ellipsoidal particle 
in the coordinate sytem connected with principal axes of particle. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS SYSTEM 

Suppose that the considered fluid is incompressible (p2 =canst), particles ·are absolutely rigid 
(p1 = const) and have a ellipsoidal form. 

In this case it can be shown that the components of tensors /, M, I, N in the fixed corrdinate 
system with satisfy the following change equations 

d(a)] + (1 " . \f) I= w X I -1 X w; 
dt Pi 

d(•lM (J" -)- - .----+ -·\! M=wxM-Mxw; 
dt Pi 

d(a)]:; (Ja -)- - --- + - · \! L = w x L - L X w· 
~ ~ ' 

(2.1) 

d(a) N (Ja -·;- -- --- + - · \! N = w x N- N x w· 
dt Pi I 

If at the initial moment of time the particle principal axes coincide with the fixed coordinate 
system, then the expressions (1.9) - (1.12) can be considered as the initial conditions for solwing 
the equations system (2.1). Here we can see that L = 0. 

The general equations system describing the motion of fluid with rigid ellipsoidal particles has 
the following form. 

The equation of mass conservation for tb.e mixture 

d(aj p + p( \! · U:a) =-V [(1·- a,p~ )1a]; 
dt a2p1 

P = P~ + p;; P~ = PPii P~ = {1- p)pz; 

The particles concentration charge equation 

d(a)\0 - _ 1- -a 
--+10\f·ua=--\f.J 

dt P1 
2 

Ua = L aktik; 
k=l 

2 

I: ak = 1; J" = Pi(u,- u:.); 
k=l 

The balance equation for the momentum of mixture 

d(a)u - - - - - -a . PT = pf- \lp+ \fro-\! x rf + V' · r2 -

_ D(a) (a2 pi- ~1p;Ja) _ \!. [J?a (1+ a~p~)]; 
Dt azpl P1 a1P1 

D(a) d(a) [ -]- - -
-( ... ) = -( ... ) + ( ... ) ·\! tta+ ( ... )(\f·ua), 
Dt dt 

The equation for determining the generalized diffusion flux of par~icles 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 
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(2.5) 

The equaiion for determining the particles rotation 

(2.6) 

where 

- '- d(•lo; J" 
p~Ci = n(N +I) [dt + Ci · '1Jw]+ 

n [d(•) (- -) (J; -) (- -)] +-- N+l + -·'17 N+I 
2 dt ' p~ 

·w (2.7) 

In the equations system (2.1)- (2.7) we use following symbols: p- the mean mass density of the 
two-phase medium Ua g characteristic mean velocity1 ]a - generalized duffusion flux of particles; 
7 - density of the external body forces acting on an unit ma.ss of mixture ; p • thermoq.ynamical 
pressure; :rf and T!f- antisymmetric and symmetric parts of stress tensor; Rg 1 R; and R; trace 1 

antisymmetric and symmetric parts of diffusion stressj e -density of the external body moments, 
.A0 , 'X1 and 'I2 - trace, antisymmetric and symmetric parts of moment stress tensor, n ~number of 
particles in an unit volume of the :H. ow. 

The obtained equation system {2.1) - (2.7) will be sufficient to determine all unknowns if the 
constitutive equations will be constructed. For this purpose one can use the results [1]. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been constructed .a full equations system, sufficient to determine all parameters of the 
flow of incompressible fluid with rigid ellipsoidal particles. 
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LY THUYih DONG CHAY HAl PHA CHAT LONG 
MANG cAc H~T CliNG D~NG ELLIPSOID 

Trong c6ng trlnh nay, du.1y~n d(}ng cda ch<it lOng mang cic h~t cling d~ng ellipsoid di duyc 
khio sit. Da xic d!nh du·qc cic ten xa khOi hn;rng mr&c kern m& r9ng ve cic phuang trlnh bie'n 
d5i e1ia dui:ng. H~ phtrcmg trinh thu nh?.n chrqc clU d~ x<lc ciinh d.c tham sO cin thie't ella chuy~n 
d{mg clia chfit l6ng mang d.c h;;tt c-6-ng d<:ng ellipsoit. 

..... " ~ .... ,J ' 

VE HQI NGHI KY THU~T BIEN VA 
..t ..r '\.. ; 

DJA CyC QUOC TE LAN THU III 

(On the Third International Offshore and Polar Engineering Conference) 

Hi?i nghj qu5c te' v'e kY thu:j.t bi~n va dja cl!c fa.n th1X HI (ICOPE-93) di drrqc t6 chlrc t~i 
Singapor tlr ngay 06 dC'n 11 thing 6 nZim 199:3. So v&i cic fan trm1c (L!in th(r I: Edinburgh- 1991 
va l'an thU: II: San Fransisco- 1992) H9i nghj fan nay cHi t~p hqp drrqc n}ng d..i han d(,li ngii cin b9 
khoa hgc va cilng ngh~ cda the" gi&i (35 mr&c), d~c bi~t Ia & khu v'!c chi!.u A- Thai blnh drremg. 

G'an 450 bio cio khoa. h9c vi cOng ngh~ drrqc trlnh bay va trao d5i t;:ti H9i ngh!. Cac bio d.o 
khoa h9c va. cOng ngh~ drrcyc cOng b5 trong bQ tuy~n q.p gi.in 3000 trang bao g3m 04 t~.p v&i cic 
nOi dung nhlr sau: ' 

. Vol. I - Global Offshore Energy Developments; Offshore Heavy Lift Operations; TLP, Fixed 
and Jack-up Structuresj Geotechnical Engineering, Reliability, Subsea System and Cost-effective~ 
ness, Floating Production and Marginal Fields, Wave Energy and Power] Special Topics: Recources 
and Environment; 

Vol. II ~ Computer Technology, ROY and Control, Risers, 1vfom-i.ng and Cables, Pipelines, 
International Polar HesearchJ Ice, Structm·es and Scourj 

VoL III - \¥aves, Ocean Measurements, Hydrodynamic Forces, Vortex and Oscillations, Mo~ 
tioy.ts -and Non linear Dynamics, Higher - order Effects; 

Vol. IV- Structural Mechanics and Analysis, Impact and Explosion, _Materials, VVelding, NDT 
and Fitness for Purpose, Fracture, Fatigue and Tubular Joints. 

Ho}i ngh! fan thU. IV se ducqc til chrrc t~i Osaka (Nh~t) tir ngay 10 d~n 15 thing 4 nam 1994. 
C6 th~ tham khlw tili li%u eli a cac H(ii nghj I- III va th€ thU.c tham d'! H(ii nghj .t~i Vi~n Ccr 

hqcJ 224 D9i C§:n, Ha. Nqi. 
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